
Deem Rise

A Travel Booking Experience For Growing Companies

For Growing Companies

The most difficult part of a business trip is too often the trip itself. It shouldn’t be. We spend a lot of time figuring out ways 
to make travel admin easier. When you manage your travelers, we’ve got the solutions you need. When you want to grow 
your business, we’re right there with you.

We’ve got you covered with a robust and scalable travel booking experience, designed for you and your travelers from the 
tarmac up – all powered by Deem.

Deem Rise is an online travel booking platform, built for growing companies with busy travelers. Deem Rise brings 
beautiful design and customization together to provide travelers and their companies with a dynamic and seamless 
platform - all the way from shopping and booking to applying policy and managing costs.

A light-weight, custom built online travel booking platform with fast implementation times, Deem Rise offers many of the 
great features of you know and love from Deem. Coupled with your TMC services, Deem Rise provides an end-to-end 
travel booking and management solution your customers can rely on

Contact save@deem.com to schedule a demo today. deem.com

Features

Negotiated Rates
Apply customer and TMC negotiated rates for
additional savings on every trip booked.

Guided Help
The HelpMe feature guides travelers step-by-step
through booking and managing their trips.

Program Insights
Real-time access to your travel spend and visibility
into user engagement.

Southwest Direct Access 
Book full Southwest Airlines inventory directly
within Deem Rise.

Self-onboarding
Fast and easy self-onboarding allows customers to
start booking in just minutes.

Google ITA Search Engine
Unparalleled air fare search provides more options, 
in a shorter time frame than GDS-only based 
solutions (search by fares or by schedule).

Policy Builder
A policy engine that’s a snap to use. Supports cost
control and seamless workflows.

TripAdvisor Reviews
Access to TripAdvisor reviews to help select the
right hotel.

Travel SafetyCheck
Health and safety information built into the 
booking flow to help guide users to safer choices. 


